Recent works demonstrated the usefulness of temporal coherence to regularize supervised training or to learn invariant features with deep architectures. In particular, enforcing a smooth output change while presenting temporallyclosed frames from video sequences, proved to be an effective strategy. In this paper we prove the efficacy of temporal coherence for semi-supervised incremental tuning. We show that a deep architecture, just mildly trained in a supervised manner, can progressively improve its classification accuracy, if exposed to video sequences of unlabeled data. The extent to which, in some cases, a semi-supervised tuning allows to improve classification accuracy (approaching the supervised one) is somewhat surprising. A number of control experiments pointed out the fundamental role of temporal coherence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unsupervised learning is very attractive due to the possibility of easily collecting huge amount of patterns to feed data-hungry deep architectures. It also plays a fundamental role in incremental learning scenarios, where labeled data are often available during the initial training, but not at working time. Recent works proved the usefulness of temporal coherence to regularize supervised training of deep architectures [1] [2] or to deep learn invariant features [3] [4] [5] . In particular, Mobahi et el. [1] trained a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with stochastic gradient descent by using a loss function extended with a temporal coherence term. Their training algorithms iteratively performs three interleaved steps aimed at: i) minimizing the negative log-likelihood; ii) minimizing the network output difference for temporal consecutive video frames; iii) maximizing the network output difference for temporal non-closed video frames. In their experiments, the proposed regularization significantly improves the classification accuracy.
Inspired by [1] we wondered about the effect of completely removing the supervised component from the loss function (i.e., temporal coherence alone is used as a surrogate supervisory signal). In the simplest implementation we take the network output at time as desired output at + 1 disregarding of the pattern label. With some surprise, we experimentally found that a deep network, just mildly trained in supervised manner, can significantly improve its classification accuracy, if successively exposed to video sequences of unlabeled data. This is not obvious since in many application domains it has been shown that semi-supervised and self-training [6] [7] approaches can lead to dangerous drifts (i.e., when mistakes reinforce themselves). For example, in the context of face recognition, [8] reported that even with operation of update procedures at high confidence, the introduction of impostors cannot be avoided.
Our scenario of interest is different from the typical semisupervised learning scenario [9] where a small set of labelled data and a larger set of unlabeled data (from the same classes) are available since the beginning. In fact, unlike [1] [2] which are the most related approaches to our study, we assume that the unlabeled data are not available initially and become available (in small batches) only at successive stages, once the system has been already trained and the new data (alone) are used for incremental tuning. This better matches human-like learning scenario involving an initial small amount of direct instruction (e.g. parental labeling of objects during childhood) combined with large amounts of subsequence unsupervised experience (e.g. self-interaction with objects). However, it is well known that incremental learning poses extra challenges such as the catastrophic forgetting [23] [11] , a manifestation of the stability-plasticity dilemma [23] .
The biological plausibility of the computational learning approach here proposed is discussed in [13] whose authors introduce the term UTL (Unsupervised Temporal Slowness Learning) to describe the hypothesis under which invariance is learned from temporal contiguity of object features during natural visual experience without external supervision.
II. SST: SEMI-SUPERVISED TUNING
Let be a temporally coherent sequence of video frames ( ) , = 1 … ( ) taken from the same object (of class = 1 … ). Let be a classifier able to map an input pattern ( ) (i.e., a single video frame) into an output vector ( ( ) ) denoting the posterior class probabilities ( | ( ) ), = 1 … . While in this work will be instantiated with a deep architecture trained with gradient descent, in general can be any trainable classifier returning class probabilities and whose optimization procedure minimize a cost (or loss) including the desired output ( ( ) ) for the input ( ) .
If the squared error is taken as loss function, for each training pattern ( ) (of class ) the optimization procedure attempts to minimize:
Assuming that has been already trained (with supervision) by using a first batch of data, each subsequence training can be considered as a tuning (i.e., we start with learned parameters). Given a sequence , we define four ways to instantiate the desired vector ( ( ) ) during the system tuning:
 Supervised Tuning (SupT): this is the classical supervised approach where the desired output vector has the "one-hot" or Δ form (all terms are zero except that corresponding to the pattern class w)
 Supervised Tuning with Regularization (SupTR):
where ∈ [0,1] controls the influence of the temporal coherence regularizing term. This is close to the approach proposed in [1] , but we embed the regularizing term into the desired output and then perform a single optimization step, while [1] make disjoint optimization steps.
 Semi-Supervised Tuning -Basic (SST-B):
This simply takes as desired output at time the output vector at time − 1. The class label is not used, but since we assume that the input pattern belongs to one of the known-classes, the update is semi-supervised.
 Semi-Supervised Tuning -Advanced (SST-A):
At each step, we fuse the posterior probabilities ( ( −1) ) with the posterior probabilities ( ( −1) ) accumulated before; this is a sort of sum rule fusion where the weight of far (in time) patterns progressively vanishes. Then, if at least one of the fused class posteriors (in ( ( ) )) is higher than a given threshold , denoting high self-confidence, the desired output is set to ( ( ) ) to enforce temporal coherence. Otherwise (high uncertainty cases) no semisupervised update have to be done, and formally, this can be achieved by passing back ( ( ) ) to equation (1) . Here too the class label is not used.
III. DATASETS AND ARCHITECTURES

A. Temporal sequences from NORB
The principal dataset used in this study is NORB [14] . This is still one of the best dataset to study invariant object recognition and well-fit our purposes because it contains 50 objects and 972 variations of each objects. The 50 objects belong to 5 classes (10 objects per class) and the 972 variations are produced by systematically varying the camera elevation (9 steps), the object azimuth with respect to the camera (18 steps) and the lighting condition (6 steps). Temporally coherent video sequences can be easily generated from NORB by randomly walking the 3D (elevations, azimuth, lighting) variation space, where consecutive frames are characterized by a single step along one dimension. When generating test sequences we must avoid to include frames already used in the training sequences. In particular, when generating test sequences (with a given mindist), we ensure that each test frame has a city-block distance of at least mindist steps (mindist ≥ 1) from any of the training set frames. The benchmark dataset used in our experimentation consists of:
. Each is 1000 frames wide and is composed by 50 temporally coherent sequences (20 frames wide).
1 is used for initial training and 2 , … 10 for successive incremental tuning.
 10 test batches for each mindist = 1, 2, 3 and 4. Higher mindist values make the classification problem more difficult, because patterns are less similar with respect to those included in the training set More details on the sequences generation are available in [15] . In the repository [https://bitbucket.org/vincenzo_lomonaco /norbcreator] we make available the training/test sequences and the code used to generate them.
B. Temporal sequences from COIL-100
COIL-100 [16] contains a larger number of classes than NORB (100 vs 5), but the available variations for each class are much more limited (72 images per class in COIL-100 vs 9720 images per class in NORB). The 72 poses of each class are spanned by a single mode of variation (i.e., camera azimuth) which is uniformly sampled with 5 degree steps. The single mode of variation and the limited number of poses make the generation of (disjoint) temporally coherent sequences for incremental learning critical. However, we tried to setup a testbed as close as possible to the NORB one:  6 poses per class (one pose every 60°) are included in the test set; for each test set pose the two adjacent ones (5° degrees before and after) are excluded from the training batches to enforce a mindist = 2.
 Temporally coherent sequences are obtained for each class by randomly walking the remaining 54 =72-6-12 frames. Training batches (1000 patterns wide) are then generated and used for initial supervised training ( 1 ) and successive incremental tuning ( 2 , … 10 ).
C. HTM
Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) [17] is a biologically inspired framework that can be framed into multistage Hubel-Wiesel architectures [18] , a specific family of deep architectures. A brief overview of HTM is provided in section A.3 of [15] . A more comprehensive introduction can be found in [19] and [20] . Analogously to CNN, HTM position w hierarchical structure is composed of alternating feature extraction and feature pooling layers. However, in HTM feature pooling is more complex than typical sum o max pooling used in CNN, and the time is used since the first training steps, when HTM self-develops its internal memories, to form groups of feature detectors responding to temporallyclose inputs. In the classical HTM approach [19] once a network is trained, its structure is frozen, thus making further training (i.e., incremental learning) quite critical. In [20] a technique (called HSR) is introduced for HTM (incremental) supervised training based on gradient descent error minimization, where error backpropagation is efficiently implemented through native HTM message passing based on belief propagation. In the present work HSR will be used for semi-supervised tuning.
D. CNN: LeNet7
The CNN architecture used in our experiments is a minor modification of "LeNet7" that was specifically designed to classify NORB images [14] . This is still one of the best performing architecture on NORB benchmarks. LeCun et al. [14] suggested to train LeNet7 with the squared error loss function, which naturally fits our semi-supervised tuning formulation. In our experiment on NORB we evaluated some modifications to the architecture or the training procedure: i) max pooling instead of the original sum pooling; ii) soft-max + log-likelihood instead of squared error; iii) dropout, but none of these changes (nowadays commonly used to train CNN on large datasets) lead to consistently better accuracy, so we came back to the original version that was easily implemented in Theano [21] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The aim of our experiments is to prove the efficacy of semi-supervised tuning approaches introduced in section II. To this purpose we compare them with supervised tuning approaches and with classical self-training approach based on self-confidence (ref. SST-A--noTC in subsection D). Comparison with other (non-trivial) techniques is not simple because of the specificity of the incremental scenario considered, but we think that making our temporal sequences (and the NORB sequence generator) publicly available will simplify future comparisons.
A. Settings
In all the experiments:
 We rescaled images to 32×32 pixel to speed up training. As argued by other authors such a rescaling does not lead to relevant performance drop. For NORB we used monocular inputs (left eye only).
 Classification accuracy is reported as frame based classification, i.e., each frame of the test sequence is classified independently of the rest of the sequence frames.
 For semi-supervised tuning, each training batch of 1,000 frames is treated as a single frame flow, without exploiting the regular sequence order and size within the batch to isolate the 50 temporally-coherent sequences. In fact, even if in natural vision abrupt gaze shifts could be detected to segment sequences, we prefer to avoid simplifying assumptions on this.
 To limit bias induced by the batch order presentation, we averaged experiments over 10 runs and at each run we randomly shuffled the batches , = 2. .10 ( 1 is always used for initial supervised training). By measuring the standard deviation across the 10 runs, we can also study the learning process stability.
 To avoid overfitting, we did not perform a fine adjustments of parameters characterizing the (parametric) update strategies. We set them according to some exploratory tests and then kept the same values for all the experiments:
o For SupTR, the weight of the supervised component is set to .
o For SST-A the self-confidence threshold is set to 0.65.
When performing incremental learning, care must be taken to avoid catastrophic forgetting. In fact, since patterns belonging to previous batches are no longer available, training the system with new patterns could lead to forget old ones. Even if in our tuning scenario the new patterns come from the same objects (pose and lighting variations) and there is some overlapping in the training sequences, catastrophic forgetting is still an issue. For HTM we experimentally found that a good tradeoff between stability and plasticity can be achieved by running only 4 HSR iterations for each batch of 1000 patterns, while for CNN we found that the optimal number of iterations is much higher (about 100 iterations). Fig. 1 (top) shows HTM accuracy (for mindist = 4) at the end of pre-training on 1 (point 1) and after each incremental tuning (points 2..10). We note that:
B. NORB results
 Supervised tuning SupT works well and each new batch of data contributes to increase the overall accuracy.
 Regularized supervised tuning SupTR performs slightly better than SupT, and more important, makes the learning process more stable; this can be appreciated by the smoother trend in the graphs and by the average standard deviation over the 10 runs. This is in line with results in [1] , where an accuracy improvement was reported when regularizing the supervised learning with temporal coherence.
 SST-B and SST-A accuracy is surprisingly good when compared with supervised accuracy, proving that temporal continuity is a very effective surrogate of supervision for HTM. Initial trends of SST-B and SST-A are similar, then SST-B tends to stabilize while SST-A accuracy continue to increase approaching supervised update SupT. The selfconfidence computation that SST-A uses to decide whether updating the gradient or not, seems to be a valid instrument to skip cases where temporal continuity is not effective (e.g. change of sequence, very ambiguous patterns, etc.). The bars denote 95% mean confidence intervals (over 10 runs). Results for mindist = 1 can be found in [15] . Fig. 1 (bottom) shows the results of the same experiment performed with CNN. Here we observe that:
 Accuracy at the end of initial supervised training (on 1 ) is similar to HTM.  SupT and SupTR lead to a remarkable accuracy improvement during incremental tuning with , = 2. .10 even if accuracy is slightly lower than HTM.
 Unexpectedly, the semi-supervised tuning SST-B and SST-A did not work with our CNN implementation. We tried some modifications (architecture, learning procedure) but without success. The only way we found to increase accuracy in the semi-supervised scenario is with the variant of SST-A (denoted as SST-A-) introduced and discussed in section IV.D. However, also for SST-A- the accuracy gain is quite limited if compared with HTM.
The good performance achieved by HTM on NORB in semi-supervised tuning scenario could be attributed to the initial high-chance of self-discovering the pattern class. In fact, if the initial classification accuracy is high enough, the missing class label can be replaced by a good guess. To study SST effectiveness for harder problems, we set-up two experiments:
 The former consists in deliberately (and progressively) deteriorating the initial classification accuracy by providing a certain amount of wrong labels during the supervised training on 1 .  The latter uses the same training and test batches but turn the problem into a 50-class classification.
Results, reported in section 5.2 of [15] , proves that unsupervised strategies are effective also in case of high uncertainty.
C. COIL-100 results Fig. 2 shows HTM and CNN accuracy for different incremental tuning strategies. We observe that:
 The trend for supervised strategies is similar to NORB;
both HTM and CNN constantly improve initial accuracy as new batches are presented, with CNN slightly over performing HTM. For HTM regularization seems not providing any advantage, probably due to the shorter sequence length (10 frames here instead of 20 in NORB) and the presence of gaps in the sequences (patterns segregated/excluded because of their inclusion in the test set).
 Here too semi-supervised strategies perform better for HTM than for CNN. It is worth noting that in this case the base strategy SST-B outperforms SST-A thus indicating that the self-confidence threshold sc (kept fixed at 0.65) is probably too conservative for this dataset. 
D. Control experiments
In this section we introduce two further experiments on NORB dataset with the aim of better understanding the factors contributing to the performance of semi-supervised tuning:
 SST-A-:
This is very similar to SST-A, in fact ( ( ) ) is computed in the same way by exploiting temporal coherence, but here when the self-confidence is higher than the threshold, instead of enforcing the temporal coherent pattern ( ( ) ), we pass back the delta vector corresponding to the selfguessed class.
 SST-A--noTC:
Here temporal coherence is not used: neither for estimating self-confidence nor for enforcing output continuity. This corresponds to the basic self-training approach used in several applications. Fig. 3 (top) compares HTM accuracy on SST-A and the two above variants. The small gap between SST-A and SST-A- (in favor of SST-A) can be attributed to the regularizing effect of passing back a temporally coherent output vector instead of a sharp delta vector. A totally unsatisfactory behavior can be observed for the second variant (SST-A--noTC) where the network cannot look back in time but can only exploits the current pattern: the flat accuracy in the graph testifies that in this case self-training does not allow HTM to improve. This is a classical pitfall of basic self-training approaches where the patterns whose label can be correctly guessed do not bring much value to the improve the current representation while really useful patterns (in term of diversity) are not added because of the low self-confidence. Fig. 3 (bottom) shows CNN accuracy for the same experiments. While SST-A--noTC here too remains ineffective, in this case SST-A- is much better than SST-A, even if far from semi-supervised accuracy achieved by HTM. But why our CNN implementation does not tolerate a desired output vector made of (combinations) of past output vectors, and prefer a more radical delta vector computed by selfestimation of the pattern class? By comparing the output vectors produced by HTM and CNN when making inference on new patterns, we noted that HTM posterior probabilities are quite peaked around one class (similarly to delta form) while for CNN they are more softly spread among different classes. So it seems that HTM output vectors are already in the right form for the loss function, while CNN output vectors need to be sharpened to make learning more effective. Fig. 3 . Top) HTM accuracy (NORB 5-class problem, maxdist = 1) on SST-A and its two variants. Bottom) CNN accuracy (NORB 5-class problem, maxdist=1) on SST-A and its two variants.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied semi-supervised tuning based on temporal coherence. The proposed tuning approaches have been evaluated on two deep architectures (HTM and CNN). As to HTM our experiments proved that in some conditions even a trivial approach enforcing the output slow change (SST-B) can significantly improve classification accuracy. A slightly more complex approach (SST-A), exploiting temporal coherence twice: i) to enforce the output slow-change; ii) to compute a self-confidence value to trigger semi-supervised update, proved to be very effective, sometimes approaching the supervised tuning accuracy. In the same testbed we have shown that the basic self-training approach (SST-A--noTC) is not effective.
Our CNN implementation worked well with supervised tuning strategies, but (unexpectedly) demonstrated a lower capacity to deal with incremental semi-supervised tuning. Of course the encountered limitations could be due to the specific CNN architecture and training, and the outcomes of other recent studies [22] can be very useful to check alternative setups (e.g., better investigating the effect of dropout). We recognize that the empirical evaluations carried out in this study are still limited, and to validate/generalize our semisupervised tuning results, we need to test the proposed approaches on other large datasets, including videos of real objects smoothly moving in front of the camera (that we plan to collect). However, based on the results obtained so far a question emerges: what made HTM more effective than CNN for incremental semi-supervised tuning from temporal coherence? At this stage we do not have an answer to this question, and we can only formulate some hypotheses, by pointing out architectural/training differences that could have a direct impact on the capability to work with unlabeled data (thus tolerating labeling errors):
 Pre-training. McRae and Hetherington [23] argued that network pre-training can mitigate catastrophic forgetting effects. During initial training HTM self-develop internal memories from patterns of the domain instead of randomly initializing weighs. This could make it more stable and resistant to pattern forgetting and lack of labels. Of course CNN can be pre-trained as well (see [24] for a comparative evaluation of different pre-training approaches), and this is one of directions we intend to follow in our future studies.
 Type of parameters tuned. CNN training is mostly directed to feature extraction layers (i.e. filter parameters), while HTM+HSR main target are parameters of feature pooling layers. Our HTM incremental tuning by HSR is not altering feature extractors, but attempts to optimally arrange existing feature extractors in groups to maximize invariance. Referring to the stability-plasticity dilemma we speculate that keeping feature extractors stable (especially at low levels) promotes stability while moving pooling parameters is enough to get the required plasticity.
In conclusion, we believe that incremental (semi-supervised and unsupervised) tuning, still scarcely studied with deep learning architectures, is a powerful approach to mimic biological learning where continuous (lifelong) learning is a key factor. The lack of supervision, here surrogated by temporal coherence only, can be complemented by other contextual information coming from different modalities (Multiview learning), or from different processing paths (e.g., Co-training). Of course when supervisor signals are available, both supervised and unsupervised tuning can be fused into a hybrid scheme (as here demonstrated for SupTR). The availability of powerful computing platforms, makes the development of continuous learning system feasible for a number of practical applications. For example, in our nonoptimized HTM implementation, 4 HSR iterations on 1,000 patterns takes about 35 seconds on CPU (4 cores): we are confident that, upon proper optimization, SST can run on-line once a pre-trained system is switched in working mode.
